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The challengeThe challenge

Improving the performance 
of RDS deployments to 
tackle significantly slower 
product performance 
for the same query and 
datasets as faster EC2 
deployments

Hire an hourly database 
administrator to recommend 
RDS best practices and 
improve performance

NerdRabbit solution
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About TCP SoftwareAbout TCP Software
TCP Software offers a workforce management software 
system that helps organizations optimize operations 
and streamline processes. Governments, hospitals, 
restaurants, and other entities use TCP’s time tracking 
and employee scheduling software to easily manage 
employee work schedules, time off, and payroll.

For over 30 years, TCP Software has provided workforce 
management solutions to public and private sector 
organizations of all sizes. TCP’s products include both 
software and hardware, with solutions ranging from 
automated employee time tracking and scheduling to 
reporting and analytics.

TCP Software consistently enjoys top ratings from 
hundreds of users on sites like Capterra and G2, where 
it was recognized as a G2 Leader for Summer 2022. TCP 
products are available as software as a service (SaaS) 
and mobile solutions, and the company also makes 
award-winning, customizable physical time clocks for 
organizations across the country.

TCP is headquartered in Austin, Texas and serves over 
30,000 customers nationwide.

In early 2022, TCP identified lagging performance with 
one of its software products. Queries and datasets 
running against the product’s Amazon Relational 
Database Service (RDS) instances were running 
significantly slower compared to comparable queries 
and datasets running against EC2 instances

However, improving these performance issues wasn’t 
enough work to justify hiring a full-time database 
administrator.

TCP needed a project-based expert to improve the 
performance of RDS deployments. This professional 
would need to be fast, efficient, and experienced 

The challengeThe challenge

Fast factsFast facts

19881988
company founded

501-1,000501-1,000
employees

4.3 million4.3 million
users

30,00030,000
customers



working with databases operating in the AWS cloud, and 
TCP needed them to get to work as soon as possible.
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“The NerdRabbit team was great to work with, “The NerdRabbit team was great to work with, 
helping us create the posting on Nerdly, assisting helping us create the posting on Nerdly, assisting 
with setting up interviews, and following up with setting up interviews, and following up 
regularly to ensure the project was moving regularly to ensure the project was moving 
forward. The contractor we chose to work with forward. The contractor we chose to work with 
was also great—very professional, very engaged, was also great—very professional, very engaged, 
and communicated with us and our development and communicated with us and our development 
team regularly.team regularly.

““Overall, our experience with NerdRabbit was Overall, our experience with NerdRabbit was 
very positive. We will certainly look to re-engage very positive. We will certainly look to re-engage 
NerdRabbit’s services for future projectsNerdRabbit’s services for future projects.”.”

Cameron DowningCameron Downing

Senior Manager of Cloud 
Operations at TCP Software

The solutionThe solution
Within three days, NerdRabbit connected TCP with the 
AWS professional they ended up hiring for their project. 
The expert recommended RDS best practices to improve 
performance in just 80 hours of work.
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The benefitsThe benefits
The contract database administrator suggested 
changes to TCP’s code base that significantly improved 
performance in RDS. They reduced the number of 
queries and made changes to the indices on their 
existing tables, improving the speed and scalability of 
data retrieval queries.

The resultsThe results

3 days3 days
to hire

8080
hours of work

11
contract database 

administrator



NerdRabbit connects cloud professionals to NerdRabbit connects cloud professionals to 
employers looking to fill roles with top talent. employers looking to fill roles with top talent. 
Through our SaaS solution, Nerdly, you get access Through our SaaS solution, Nerdly, you get access 
to some of the nation’s best AWS developers, to some of the nation’s best AWS developers, 
engineers, programmers, and coders ready to engineers, programmers, and coders ready to 
take on your next short-term or long-term projects.take on your next short-term or long-term projects.

To learn more, visitTo learn more, visit

nerdrabbit.com/nerdherders/nerdrabbit.com/nerdherders/

Get in touchGet in touch
The NerdRabbit TeamThe NerdRabbit Team
130 Technology Parkway130 Technology Parkway
Suite 200Suite 200
Peachtree Corners, GA 30092Peachtree Corners, GA 30092

(770) 299-9100(770) 299-9100
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